
For the Works Cited page, **alphabetize the list** of sources by the first word of the entry, **double space** each entry, and place a hanging indent for any line after the first line of each entry.

Include as many of the following core elements as possible in the order shown and with the punctuation shown:

1. Author.
2. Title of source.
3. Title of the container (journal, magazine, newspaper),
4. Contributors,
5. Version,
6. Number (volume, issue),
7. Publisher,
8. Publication date,
9. Name of database,
10. DOI.

**Articles cited from scholarly journals:**

Author(s) of Article. “Title of Article.” *Title of the Journal (italicized,)* volume, issue, year, pages. *Name of the Database (italicized)*, DOI (if available).


[Do not include the URL unless specified by your instructor. If required, do not include http://]


[Do not include the publisher for a web site when the name of the site matches the name of the publisher.]
**Articles cited from magazines:**

Author(s) of article. “Title of Article.” *Title of the Magazine* (italicized), publication date, pages.

  *Name of the Database* (italicized).


**Articles cited from newspapers:**

Author(s) of article. “Title of Article.” *Title of the Newspaper* (italicized), publication date (season, day month year, or vol. & no.), pages. *Name of the Database* (italicized).


*Always check with your instructor to be sure that you are citing your references correctly.*
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